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Introduction

Literature review
Jumpgliders have been conceptualized in various im-

plementation. Inspiration has been drawn from everything 
from flying fish [1], to locusts [2], and birds [3,4] (Figure 
1). Motivations for gliding after a jump primarily benefit 
increased distance traveled for a given energy input. This 
range of travel can increase the speed at which a bipedal 
system traverses difficult terrain [3]. As this paper’s pro-
posed robot is traversing an incline, the primary benefit of 
a winged-bipedal is to reduce the amount of load the legs 
must overcome to land without plastic deformation and 
reduction of mission-limiting fatigue.

Of particular interest on the jumping from is the design 
presented by Kovac, at al. [5], wherein a mechanical cam is 
used to slowly build potential energy before releasing it. In 
the context of a robot that both glides and jumps, the cam 
can be rotated during flight, allowing rapid takeoff after the 
robot has landed.

Experimental objective and system configuration
To bound a design environment for the transportation of 

a payload over an incline, the authors defined a common ge-
ometry: A stepped-staircase. The height of the steps on the 
staircase was taken at 80 cm, with steps every Significant in-

spiration was drawn from Salto1P [6], wherein a 98.1 g jump-
ing robot is presented that achieve 1.25 m vertical jumping 
height. Our leg design is very similar, with some parameter 
tweaking to support the gliding portion of the trajectory. Our 
expectations for the jump height and launch speed are heav-
ily drawn from their results. A key difference is the departure 
angle: The model presented here uses a carefully determined 
launch angle, as the horizontal velocity is a chief concern to 
prevent stall, while simultaneously ensuring adequate height 
to allow for multi-step traversal of the staircase. Salto-1P [6] 
also uses mini propeller blades and an articulated tail for atti-
tude control midair, which we have replaced with articulating 
wings.

Locomotion

Bipedal jumping
A jump consists of two sections: The initial acceleration 
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The initial position y0 = 0, and at the end of the jump the 
robot has increased its altitude by the leg actuation length L. 
Using the same equation of motion as above:

2gyf = 2a(L)               (4)

Solving for a, the acceleration needed throughout the 
jump, we find:

 = fg.y
a

L
                (5)

Using this relationship, we can evaluate robot designs 
and determine the optimal parameters. Returning back to 
the original requirements, we set yf = 80 cm and L = 12 cm 
and solve for the acceleration:

.80  =  = 65.4 
12 2

g cm ma scm
             (6)

The mechanical system contains two articulating legs for 
jumping, comparable to the Salto-1P (100 g each), as well as 
a 56.7 g egg and a 15 g wing. The mass sums to 265 g. We 
include the kinetic energy of the body on launch:

( )22
kin0 = 

1 1E mv  = 0.265 g. 3.9 m / s  = 4.03J
2 2

           (7)

The chief forces of consideration during the jumping 
phase is the weight of the body itself, the jumping force, and 
aerodynamic drag (Figure 2).

Gliding
As a process which takes advantage of pressure differen-

tials generated through a finite volume of fluid, gliding con-
ventionally translates potential energy into controlled flight. 
A form of non-powered aeronautics, gliding relies on geom-
etry specifically tailored to maintain attached flow along the 
majority of a body (typically referred to as a wing) traveling 
through a surrounding fluid at a specific range of Reynold’s 
numbers:

 = 

vcRe                (8)

Where:

ρ = density of fluid

while touching the ground, and the resulting parabolic tra-
jectory. Using our gliding functionality, our jump trajectory 
will be intercepted at its highest point, and gracefully de-
scend instead of falling. In order to determine the necessary 
jumping force, we can begin with the end in mind and reverse 
engineer the process. To climb several steps per jump and 
leave enough altitude to glide forward, we estimate a min-
imum jump height to be 80 cm (including a security factor, 
as recommended by M Kovac, et al. [5]). This jump height is 
comparable to similar jumping systems, such as Salto-1P [6].

For mathematical purposes we will leave the minimum 
jump height as yf. Using kinematic equations of motion we 
find:

( )2 2
0 02 fv  = v + a y - y              (1)

Setting y0 = v = 0 and a = g:

 = 2 .0 fv .g y               (2)

This gives us the vertical velocity needed upon launch to 
achieve any given height. The horizontal velocity requirement 
is derived from the stall speed of the glider, which will be dis-
cussed in the following section.

Using our previously determined 80 cm, we find the verti-
cal launch velocity:

2. .80   = 3.9 g cm m / s             (3)

Taking vy = 3.9 m/s and vx = 2.0 m/s, we find the total 
launch velocity to be 4.38 m/s, with a launch angle from the 
horizontal of 62.8 degrees.

We can use this to determine the acceleration needed 
during launch. Another variable is introduced, L, to represent 
the jumping actuation length. The longer the legs of the ro-
bot, the more time is available for acceleration, and thus less 
acceleration is needed. A lower acceleration is beneficial for 
multiple reasons, namely the reduced stress on the mechani-
cal system and increased payload safety. Our model has a leg 
actuation length of 12 cm, which is comparable to Salto-1P 
[6].

Considering the launch phase, we can use the previously 
determined v0, which is the launch phase’s final velocity, v.

         

Figure 1: Flying fish glider [3].
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2

l
v .ρL = C . .A

2               (9)

Similarly, we may find the corresponding and penaliz-
ing drag force along the same cross section, acting perpen-
dicular to the lift generated above, in steady, level flight:

2

d
v .ρD = C . .A

2             (10)

Unpowered thrust generation is typically nonexistent in 

v = relative velocity of freestream and rigid body

c = chord length of lifting surface

µ = dynamic viscosity of freestream.

Lift generated over the cross section of a surface can be 
calculated by taking into account for Cl the amount of pres-
sure differential a geometry can conditionally produce), the 
relative velocity the geometry is traveling through fluid at, 
the density of the surround fluid, and the surface area of the 
cross section.

         

g = Gravity
L = Leg actuation length
Yf = Desired jump height
m = Mass
D = Drag
θ = Launch Angle

Figure 2: Free-Body-Diagram of jumping body.

         

Figure 3: Free-Body-Diagram of gliding body.
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Payload tolerances
The primary performance metric for the bipedal glider ro-

bot will be the distance that the system is able to travel with-
out breaking (fracturing) the egg. ADMET, a materials testing 
manufacturer reports that an ovoid of comparable geometry 
as able to withstand roughly 50 pounds of force along the 
y-axis or 90 pounds of force along the x-axis (taking the coor-
dinate system shown in the figure below (Figure 4). Averaging 
these component forces (70 lbs) allows for a characterization 
of the system’s allowable loading tolerances with respect to 
payload impact angle, as seen in the equation below:

( )0.36cosα + 0.64sinαa iF > F           (11)

Where:

Fa = allowable force, averaged over directional tolerances 
(70 lbs)

Fi = impact force

α = angle of payload impact from the x-axis.

System Implementation

Parametric simulation
Using Python and Matlab, the jump and glide motions 

were simulated using various jump heights, launch angles, 
and glide angles.

Jumping: As the launch angle (measured from the hori-
zontal) increases, the horizontal velocity decreases, but the 
maximum height increases. There is a minimum horizontal 
velocity required to efficiently glide without the craft stalling. 
For instance, if the launch angle was directly upwards (90° 
from horizontal), it would not be possible to cleanly transition 
into glide mode at the top of the jump. While a relatively low-
er launch angle solves this problem, it introduces another: In 
order to traverse up a staircase, the jump angle must be sig-
nificant. Using the parameters determined previously (vy = 3.9 
m/s, vx = 2.0 m/s), we plot the resulting trajectory and several 
glide slopes compared to the staircase in question (Figure 5).

Maximizing the launch velocity is of interest, as it increas-
es both the maximum height, and the horizontal velocity. The 
limit on launch velocity is primarily the articulating distance 
of the jumping legs, and the spring constant used to propel 
the legs. However, there is one limit worth mentioning: The 
payload (egg) can only sustain a certain amount of accel-
eration. If the launching operation exceeds this threshold, 
the egg will be damaged. To deter against such damage, a 
dampening system was implemented to help cushion the egg 
during high acceleration periods. Once the jump has reached 
peak height, the transition to gliding mode occurs, and the 
parabolic trajectory is interrupted.

A new variable is now considered, the desired glide slope. 
The shallower the glide slope, the less altitude is lost, which 
is desired. As such, the glide slope is set to be the minimum 
possible while still avoiding stall. This results in a relatively 
slower flight than if we used a steeper descent, but time is 
not a parameter of interest in this model. As discussed in the 

steady, level flight. The equivalent translational force coun-
teracting the induced drag imposed by lift on a gliding body 
is provided by the glideslope of the system. The correspond-
ing angle is proportional to the incidence of the wing relative 
to the surrounding freestream of fluid. The downward angle 
rotates the lift vector, providing it with an axial component 
that thrusts the body forward. This angle is accounted for in 
the corresponding free-body diagram of a lifting body in glide 
(Figure 3).

Landing
Increasing the Cl by varying the relative angle of attack to 

generate a geometry and reynold’s number-specific Clmax 
allows conventional airborne objects to land predictably 
and repeatedly. This angle of attack is typically generated 
by means of a pitching moment generated by varying ge-
ometry. Altering the camber along the lifting body will move 
the center of pressure, and alter the differential pressure 
imparted on the surrounding fluid. The resultant forces are 
increased lift and drag imparted over the body. Birds follow 
this process to decrease their glideslope for a gentle land-
ing by cambering their wings, shifting their center of grav-
ity, and increasing the angle of attack to near Clmax. The 
proposed jumpglider in this paper follows a mixture of the 
same convention, but without the benefits of the favorable 
weight/drag ratio and elasticity encountered in aviary struc-
tures.

Payload

Payload definition
As stated earlier, the mission statement of the bipedal 

glider parametrized in this paper is to carry a payload up an 
incline of stairs. Although the required payload is geometri-
cally defined as an ovoid, we will refer to the object as an 
‘egg’ with a centralized, revolving diameter of one inch and a 
mass of two ounces.

         

+y

+x
Figure 4: Payload with relevant orientation.
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desired to achieve a desirable stalling speed, permitting sus-
tainable flight with a low Reynold’s number regime.

Desired Cubic Wing loading:
1.5

3  70  ≈ 
 

W z
ftS

           (12)

From the cubic wing loading, a span of 22 inches and 
chord of eight inches was selected to maintain the reynolds 
numbers within the scope of a slow-flying, lightly-loaded air-
craft capable of generating lift through a gentle (as defined 
above) landing. At a Clmax of 1.7, the stall velocity can then 
be defined in m/s by:

gliding section, the ideal glide angle was found to be -8.9 de-
grees. A visualization of a multistep jump trajectory using the 
determined parameters is now presented (Figure 6).

Gliding: To size the surfaces intended to generate lift, the 
intended scope of the robot was revisited. As the primary 
mission of this robot is to transport a fairly delicate payload, 
the bounding characteristics of an otherwise indeterminate 
series of equations were defined. The lift generated by an 
aerosurface needed to overcome the gravitational burden of 
two Salto systems (100 g/each), and a payload (50 g). The sec-
ond bounding variable was cubic wing loading, as it is a met-
ric that correlates an aircraft’s performance characteristics 
without a relatively high fidelity of volumetric considerations 
required [7]. A cubic wing loading of roughly seven oz/ft3 was 

         

Figure 5: Launch angles from 45 to 75 degrees with a launch velocity of 4.38 m/s.

         

Figure 6: Multi-step trajectory with launch velocity = 4.38 m/s, launch angle = 62.85 degrees, glide slope = -8.9 degrees. The jumping 
and gliding sections are segmented by color.
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At 0.089 lbf. Lift, concurrently provides:

 =  = cos 2 2
bg max bg bgL L W γ W - D           (17)

Giving us 0.573 lbf, or 260 g for confirmation of glideslope.

After taking into account for dynamic pressure 

( )2  1.325
 

≈ 
 
 

flf
q

ft
, we then investigate the coefficients 

of lift and drag, respectively:

 = 
bg

bg
L

L
C

qS
              (18)

 = 
bg

bg
D

D
C

qS
           (19)

With these figures we can now calculate the encountered 
drag, consisting of parasitic drag (Dp):

( )
0

21 = 
2p DD ρSC TAS            (20)

and induced drag (Di):

( )
2

2

2W = iD
ρSπeA TAS

           (21)

The sum of which is referred to as total drag (D):

D = Dp + Di             (22)

2
1.23 l

W
C maxS             (13)

Resulting in a Vstall of 4.7 m/s, and a consequent Reynold’s 
number of ≈ 66,000. The following investigation refers to 
the calculation of the appropriate glidespeed and respective 
glideslope for various lift-to-drag ratios. The equations and 
processes are universal amongst aerodynamicists, however 
the Matlab Aerospace Toolbox [8] was utilized to perform 
calculations.

Taking W = 0.58 lbf; S = 0.916 ft2, the aspect ratio as AR = 
2.66, cofficient of drag at CD0 = 0.04, and an Oswald’s efficien-
cy of e = 0.72 provide a true airspeed of:

0

2 2
0

2 =  = 33.40
4bg

D

W fTAS sρS D +C πeAcos
 

×  
  

1
41         (14)

Converting velocity from f/s to kts gives us 19.79 kts. To 
confirm the angle at which we will have the highest lift-to-
drag ratio, we use:

0

2

4
sin

π cos
0

D
bg

D

C
γ  = -

eA +4C
          (15)

Providing an idealized glideslope of -8.91 deg. The conse-
quent minimum drag can be calculated as:

( ) ( )21 =  2  = - sin
2 0min bg bg D bgD D ρ TAS S C W γ          (16)

         

Figure 7: Best-glide Lift-to-Drag ratios with respect to calibrated airspeed.
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The dual-Salto configuration could be implemented with a 
hang-glider, however the authors decided the benefits asso-
ciated with independently articulating half-span wings would 
allow for otherwise unobtainable aerodynamic modes other-
wise (such as the wing folding demonstrated in Figure 9).

Finite element analysis
To investigate the fluidic interactions between the pro-

posed model and its environment, a computational fluid 
dynamic analysis was conducted. The parametric model de-
signed above was resurfaced and simplified in Autodesk’s Si-
multaion Design Environment in preparation of the finite ele-
mental analysis. Meshing was conducted over a three-dimen-
sional grid of roughly 1,000,000 nodes extending +5”/plane 
occupied by the model’s volume. Boundary conditions were 
placed for standard air temperature and pressure at sea-level 
(1 ATM).

Initial conditions were applied at the desired best-glide-
speed of 10 m/s for the inlet, resulting in a steady-state in-
compressible flow analysis. The outlet was located parallel to 
the outlet, to reduce the likelihood of simulation divergence. 
The outlet’s initial condition was configured into a low-pres-
sure configuration to influence mass transfer of the high-pres-
sure, upstream. 100 iterations were conducted to average 
the results of the simulation over the volume. An inquiry to 
the state of the customized airfoil without interference from 
the body was conducted and is demonstrated in Figure 9 and 
Figure 10.

Taking the reconfigured lift coefficient as a factor of 
weight gives us

CL = 2πα             (23)

And finally, we will take L = W.

Plotting the data provides us with explicit insight to the 
optimal glidespeed and glideslope at various considerations 
calculated above (Figure 7 and Figure 8).

The figures validate that the previously calculated best 
glidespeed of ≈ 19 kts (or 10 m/s) holds valid under both total 
drag, and lift-to-drag ratio calculations.

Implementing the aerodynamics
An airfoil capable of generating the required Clmax of 1.7 

at the impending α and Reynold’s number calculated above 
was selected [9]. The NACA 4402 was implemented as the 
baseline and modified for a more-favorable mean aerody-
namic camber line. The resulting airfoil is analyzed later in this 
paper via a computational fluid dynamics simulation. Utilizing 
Autodesk’s Fusion 360 computer drafting software, two Salto 
[10] jumping robots were integrated symmetrically along 
the axis bounded by the payload. The egg was implemented 
into a container located fore of the robot’s center-of-gravity 
(CG) to bias an aerodynamically-desirable forward CG. The 
wings were originally placed into a typical hangglider config-
uration, with a single Salto robot underneath. It was quickly 
determined that a single Salto would not provide sufficient 
translational momentum to sustainably carry a 50 g payload. 

         

Figure 8: Matching graph of induced drag, parasitic drag, and total drag in lbf with respect to airspeed in KCAS.
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Figure 14 clearly demonstrates that the wing requires ta-
pering to alter the span-wise lift-profile of the wing. The vor-
tex generated at the tip of the wings provides insight to the 
potential benefits of a winglet (or wing rakes) to reduce the 
vorticity, and the clearly aggressive lift gradient. These forces 
result in relatively large drag figures, leading to promising and 
worthwhile iterations of the wing geometry for an increased 
lift-to-drag ratio.

Discussions and Future Work
The parametric simulations demonstrate the feasibility 

of the robot’s current configuration for carrying the pay-
load, and consequently completing its mission objective. 

As evident from the flow, a variable pressure gradient 
along the top and bottom of the airfoil demonstrate relatively 
healthy flow attached through the aerodynamic center (taken 
at c/4) for confirmation of lift values calculated above. The 
average magnitude of velocity over the entire model can be 
visualized in the Figure 11 and Figure 12 below.

An independent group of 100 fluid markers were imple-
mented at the inlet plane for supplementary insight into the 
flow behavior.

As evident from Figure 13, the sized empennage requires 
further-aft placement to account for the interference from 
the turbulent flow at the aft-third of the wing.

         

Figure 9: Evolutionary iterations of the robot, clockwise from the top-left. The bottom left and bottom right represent different modes 
of the current iteration.

         

Figure 10: Side-facing full 3D Velocity Magnitude Visualization at 10 m/s.
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aerodynamics. Investigating the benefits of pitching mo-
ments from dynamically varying the center of pressure by 
springing the legs mid-flight for rapid pitching moment os-
cillations and mode-shifting would allow for curious insight 
into otherwise under-served research within the field of 
bio-inspired aircraft. Further work also calls for a follow-on 
CFD analysis of slow-flight to provide further information 
regarding the behavior of the robot near aerodynamic stall.
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Figure 11: Side-facing full 3D Velocity Magnitude Visualization at 10 m/s.

         

Figure 12: Front-facing full 3D Velocity Magnitude Visualization at 10 m/s.
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